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A method for first principles predictions of observed temperature-dependent NQR spectra is
presented using density functional theory (DFT) and the isobaric T -dependent NQR frequencies of
35
Cl and 14 N nuclei are computed for the two molecular crystals (1) α-paradichlorobenzene, and
(2) the nitroamine high explosive β-HMX (β-octahydro-1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocine) over a
range of 200 K and up to room temperature. Notably, the method requires no supposition of a form
for the intermolecular potentials or wave functions, requires no particular insight as to the nature of
the internal motions or of the chemical bonds present, and does not depend on the crystal structure,
making the method amenable to any periodic solid for which experimentally determined structural
data are available. For each substance, unit cells of various volume are prepared using experimentally
determined atomic positions and cell parameters. In each of the prepared volume-corrected cells, a
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation generates a set of perturbed atomic positions, the collection
of which is intended to represent the system at a given T, V . For each configuration of atoms
generated along the MD trajectory, the electric field gradient (EFG) tensors are computed at the site
of each quadrupolar nucleus. The rotational displacements of the moving EFG principal axes from
their equilibrium directions are used to apply a dynamic correction to the DFT-computed staticlattice NQR frequencies, resulting in first-principles DFT predictions of T -dependent NQR spectra
at constant pressure. Because the V -dependence from thermal expansion and the T -dependence
due to internal motions are simultaneously considered, the NQR’s notoriously model-dependent
temperature coefficients are computed entirely ab-initio.
PACS numbers: 71.15.Mb,76.20.+q,76.60.Gv
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectroscopy is
a radio-frequency (RF) technique for solid materials in
which a quadrupolar nucleus is irradiated with RF magnetic fields and the resulting transitions between the
nuclear spin energy levels are directly observed.1 NQR
arises from the interaction between a nuclear electric
quadrupole moment and the local electric field gradient
(EFG) that is natural to the system. Because the EFG,
a second-rank tensor, depends on the particular charge
distribution in the space surrounding the nucleus, NQR
is a sensitive probe of the electronic structure of systems.
As such, NQR experiments have long been used to carry
out basic investigations on the structure and dynamics
of a wide range of solid materials.2345
Calculations of NQR parameters can assist in the interpretation of NQR spectra and help overcome practical
difficulties of carrying out NQR measurements. The inability to predict NQR unknown frequencies presents the
greatest challenge for NQR experimentation in new materials. This study presents a method to overcome this
challenge by allowing direct calculations of room temperature NQR frequencies that are sufficiently accurate
to narrow the search space for NQR exploration in new
materials.

A. NQR Applications and Limitations

Because NQR frequencies in a material result from the
substance’s unique electronic structure, detection of the
material-specific NQR spectra can unambiguously indicate the presence of a particular substance6 and can be
used to identify or differentiate materials. Exploitation
of ths ”chemical fingerprint” property of NQR spectra
has long been considered in the development of technology of considerable practical use. NQR is known to
be capable of identifying counterfeit pharmaceuticals7 .
Additionally, NQR has a long history of consideration
for remote and non-invasive detection of materials such
as landmines, bombs,891011 and narcotics1213 , as is evidenced by the patent record of the past three decades.
The United States government has extensively characterized NQR spectra of energetic materials like TNT and
HMX.14 Yet, despite the obvious merits of a point-andshoot bomb detector, and the substantial body of NQR
research conducted to this end, no such device has been
shown to work in practice. Nevertheless, development of
NQR continues to this day in the pursuit of miniaturization and automation of detector operation, including
”smart” devices running system-on-chip operating systems and other technologies15 .
While there is continuous development of NQR tech-
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nology for its potential commercial use, NQR is much
less common than NMR16 studies in basic solid state research due to practical difficulties of the technique. For
the inductive pickups used in NQR and NMR detection,
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increases with frequency due
to Faraday’s law of induction. Yet the naturally arising
NQR frequencies are often quite low: most NQR frequencies fall below 100MHz but can be as low as several kHz17
in the case of 14 N due to its small quadrupole moment.
Consequently, NQR studies can have prohibitively poor
(SNR)6 . NMR studies often have much higher SNR because the Larmor frequency ωL = γBext , and hence the
SNR, can be made very high by increasing the applied
magnetic field Bext , where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of
nucleus under study.
Additionally, NQR is often shelved in favor of NMR
because typical NQR detectors are more easily reused
as NMR detectors than as NQR detectors on additional
samples. Because NQR frequencies are determined by
the system’s natural EFG, which is a consequence, conatruction of the system’s particular electronic structure,
NQR frequencies are material specific; observed NQR
frequencies cannot be chosen or appreciably modified by
an experimenter. As such, the operating frequency of an
NQR detector is determined by the sample itself. The low
SNR in NQR studies necessitates the receiver section of
an NQR detector to have very high sensitivity in a narrow passband to accommodate typical NQR line-widths
of a few kHz. Due to the impedance matching needs
of the sample coil pickup circuitry, the consequences of
lossy substrates, and other challenges in the construction
of necessary low noise amplifiers and probe circuits NQR
detectors that are capable of broadband operation is a
challenging engineering task. As a consequence, NQR
experiments are often carried out using home-built ”oneoff” spectrometers, useful for only a sample under consideration, or at best, some other similar materials. Development of off-the-shelf, reusable NQR spectrometers
remains an active area of research for commercial use,
however.7
The principal reason NQR methods are not used as
extensively as NMR for investigating the properties of
materials is the inability to predict the frequencies accurately. Even approximate theoretical prediction of NQR
frequencies would make NQR easier to carry out. This is
because for new materials, in which NQR has never been
performed, locating unknown NQR requires a search over
a range of plausible NQR frequencies as they are not
known a-priori to the experimenter. Low SNR and ignorance of the NQR frequencies make NQR impractical
or impossible if the search space is not sufficiently constrained, as one may not observe the NQR frequencies
at all. Accurate calculations of unknown NQR frequencies by computer simulation would mitigate the problem
of locating unknown NQR lines, reducing the barrier to
entry for NQR use to probe interesting physics in new
materials.
Recent developments in DFT codes allow calculation

of NQR frequencies that are valid for T = 0 K.18 However
NQR experiments (or any experiment, for that matter)
are more easily performed at room temperature, making
reliable prediction of room temperature NQR frequencies
highly desirable. A method for making such predictions
with a straight-forward, broadly applicable procedure for
use in arbitrary materials is presented here.

B. GIPAW NQR Predictions and Limitations

Introduced in 2001 to compute NMR chemical shifts,
the gauge-including projector augmented-wave (GIPAW)
method19 allows calculations of electric field gradients
and corresponding static-lattice NQR frequencies in
the plane wave pseudopotential formalism of densityfunctional theory (DFT)20182122 . However, the strong
temperature dependence of NQR frequencies, which
arises primarily due to internal motions, can not be ascertained using the vanilla DFT routines that are currently
available because the GIPAW method, like many routines
based on DFT, can only be applied to a static-lattice undergoing no internal motions. Without consideration of
lattice dynamics, the results of GIPAW calculated NQR
frequencies are only valid for T = 0 K. Yet, all the practical commercial uses of NQR detection in materials detection and characterization would seem to require room
temperature operation; after all, airports tend to be kept
at room temperature and pharmaceutical use cases would
be more realistic without the need for cryogenics. Even
for basic science needs, NQR as a probe of interesting
transitions across a temperature range involves slowly
cooling down the sample from higher temperatures. Because NQR frequencies can vary hundreds of kHz or more
across a temperature range of 300 K, static lattice calculations do not sufficiently narrow the search space for
finding unknown NQR frequencies.
GIPAW NQR calculations that are performed in the
static lattice necessarily neglect lattice dynamics, so
should not be expected to match room temperature NQR
frequencies. Furthermore, unless the atomic positions
and lattice vectors used in the GIPAW calculation were
taken at the same temperature as the NQR experiment,
the often significant volume dependence of the NQR frequencies is also neglected by the calculations.
Presently, no GIPAW study known to this author accounts for the strong temperature dependence of NQR
frequencies. Previous work on the development of GIPAW calculations of NQR frequencies is often performed
in the static-lattice in a variety of structures.23242526
The calculations not only neglect the effect of motions,
but furthermore, if the simulation’s cell volume does not
match that of the NQR experiment’s, then the calculations are performed on a system that is perhaps very different from the experimental one. The relevance of these
calculations to room temperature NQR data is unclear,
though the comparison is often made. Thermal expansion can have a number of effects on NQR frequencies.
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If the structure is not optimized with the correct lattice
constants, a DFT simulation would not faithfully represent the “experimental static-lattice NQR frequency“ that is, the NQR one would measure in a hypothetical
frozen lattice that has the cell volume of the room temperature sample. Not even the fitting parameter meant
by “static-lattice NQR frequency“, which is never directly observed, is computed as advertised if care is not
taken to prepare the cell to faithfully represent the structure studied in the experiment.

C. Inclusion of Motional Effects

Consideration of lattice dynamics in conjunction with
DFT calculations is indeed a fundamental problem. The
effect of internal motions on DFT calculated NMR shielding tensors has been investigated using vibrational averaging in both solid materials2728 as well as gases and
solutions29303132333435 . Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been used in conjunction with GIPAW to
include the influence of internal motions in DFT calculated NMR chemical shifts in organic solid materials36 ,
but no method has been proposed to compute temperature dependent NQR parameters in materials from first
principles, but no method has been proposed to account
for the effect of internal motions on observed NQR using first principles DFT calculations. In this study, the
plane-wave DFT code QUANTUM ESPRESSO3738 is
used to determine the isobaric T -dependence of 35 Cl and
14
N NQR frequencies in α-pCl2 ϕ and β-HMX, respectively.
By accounting for the influence of internal motions
and the volume dependence of the electronic structure
simultaneously, the T-dependent NQR spectra and corresponding BBK model temperature coefficients are predicted at atmospheric pressure in both materials using the same procedure. Notably, this method does
not require any consideration of the vibrational spectra,
nor of the nature of the structure and chemical bonding in the system. Taking as inputs only the relevant
crystallographic structural information of atomic positions and the effect of thermal expansion on lattice vectors, the method is both structure-agnostic and modelindependent making its application to arbitrary systems
straight-forward.

II.

THEORY

A. NQR Transition Frequencies in the Static
Lattice

Nuclei with a non-spherical nuclear charge density ρ(x)
can have
∫ an electric quadrupole moment
Q = 1e (3z 2 − r2 )ρ(x)d3 x that interacts with the external electric potential ϕ due to its electronic environment
via the electric field gradient (EFG)

(∇E)ij =

∂2ϕ
= ϕij
∂xi ∂xj

(1)

Similar to the manner of NMR, in which the interaction
of the nuclear magnetic dipole moment with an external
magnetic field can be probed by irradiation of the nucleus
with RF of a particular frequency, NQR frequencies result from the splitting of the nuclear spin energy levels
caused by this interaction. NQR frequencies depend on
the quadrupole coupling constant Cq and the asymmetry
parameter η defined as

Cq =

η=

eQϕZZ
h

(2)

ϕY Y − ϕXX
ϕZZ

(3)

where ϕii are the eigenvalues of the EFG tensor at the
nuclear site. The directions of the eigenvectors define
the principle axes of the EFG tensor, the names of which
are chosen by the convention |ϕZZ | ≥ |ϕY Y | ≥ |ϕXX |
ensuring 0 ≤ η ≤ 1. NQR transition frequencies are then
expressed in terms of only Cq and η, though the form
of the expression will depend on the nuclear spin of the
particular isotope. For spin I = 12 , Q = 0 and there are
no transition frequencies. If I > 12 , the NQR frequencies
are proportional to Cq and a factor in η which can have
a significant impact on νq when η approaches unity.
35
Cl has nuclear spin I = 32 in which case there is just
one NQR frequency
1
ν = Cq
2

√
1+

η2
3

(4)

In the I = 1 case of 14 N, there can be one, two, or three
transitions for I = 1 depending on the magnitude of η.
The frequencies are given by

ν± =

3 (
η)
Cq 1 ±
4
3

(5)

ηCq
2

(6)

νδ = ν+ − ν− =

Note that as η approaches zero, ν+ → ν− and νδ → 0.
As η approaches unity, νδ → ν− = 12 ν+ .
B. Motional Effects and T-dependence

As a nucleus is displaced due to motions within a
crystal, it is subjected to a rapidly changing electronic
environment. The nuclear position changes at a high
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frequency within the spatially dependent EFG. Furthermore, the EFG is also time dependent in the constantly
evolving system undergoing motions. The EFG seen by
the nucleus therefore has a somewhat intractable dependence on space and time. Yet observed NQR frequencies
are not time dependent because the motional frequencies
in solids are many orders of magnitude higher than the
NQR transition frequencies. The effective observed Cq
in a system with a dynamic lattice is determined by the
time averaged EFG to which the nucleus is subjected in
a system undergoing motion. The nature of the internal
motions changes significantly with temperature as both
the magnitude of the nuclear displacements and number of modes increase with with increasing T . The internal motions that lead to the time averaged effective
EFG at the nuclear site are the cause of NQR’s strict
T -dependence. The time averaged EFG can be shown to
have a weaker associated Cq than that of the equilibrium
structure, meaning internal motions act to decrease the
observed NQR frequency.

While the effect of motions is normally to reduce the
NQR frequencies, the nature of the V -dependence due to
thermal expansion (an implicit T -dependence) is more
subtle. If the expansion is highly anisotropic, as is the
case in many monoclinic crystals, both Cq and η are affected by changes in the magnitudes and directions of the
lattice vectors. Thermal expansion can also cause reorientation of molecules within the cells of molecular crystals, which may affect the NQR parameters in any fashion, either gradually or abruptly. Moreover, in molecular
crystals, intermolecular distances increase during expansion of the cell, while intramolecular atomic distances do
not appreciably change. As a result, increasing molecular separation in crystal cells gives rise to EFG’s with
larger associated magnitudes of Cq as the electronic environment of the nucleus possesses greater anisotropy in
a lone molecule than in a crystal cell with neighboring
molecules. This means that in molecular crystals, Cq
and the NQR frequency νq at constant T strictly increase with increasing V . On the contrary, ionic crystals
display the opposite trend because the limiting case as
V → ∞ is for the nucleus to be alone in space, making
the local EFG vanish. Because of the complexity of NQR
V -dependence, previous models for the precise nature of
the isobaric NQR T -dependence vary between structures
as the volume correction to observed EFGs can in general have any affect on νq . In this work, a method that
is generally applicable to materials irrespective of their
nature is proposed to account for all these effects. By
performing a particular sequence of DFT calculations resulting in the calculation of the correct Cq and η, along
with a dynamic normalization factor κT which accounts
for internal motions, the computed parameters are sensitive to both T and V , allowing one to predict laboratory
NQR T -dependence.

C.

Pioneering Work

A general observation from early NQR research is that
the rate of change of the NQR frequency with respect to
dν
tends to zero at low temperature and
temperature dT
becomes a negative constant as T increases to 293 K
and beyond.39 . It was found that the character of the
T -dependence differed in ionic versus molecular crystals.
Furthermore, the values of Cq in a molecular crystal were
typically around 5% lower than the ones observed in single molecules. Attribution of these effects to underlying
physical processes, disentangling their dependence on T
and V , and accounting for otherwise anomalous behavior
of T -dependent NQR frequencies became the subject of
many theoretical works in the following decades which
carefully consider the dynamics and the thermodynamic
properties of individual systems.
The Bayer model is a theoretical framework for the T dependence of NQR frequencies that was first reported
by Horst Bayer in 195140 . The concepts in the paper
underpin many similar models which are currently in use
that are essentially extensions to his work accounting for
additional effects. Bayer proposed that the internal motions of the system are responsible for the temperature
curves observed in NQR experiments by considering the
rotations of the EFG principle axes in a system undergoing motion. Paradichlorobenzene was used to illustrate this concept in his original paper and it is shown
that internal motions result in a reduced NQR frequency
compared with that which would be observed in a static
lattice. Bayer arrived at a functional form for NQR frequencies which captures the desired limiting behavior
νq (T ) = a −

b
exp (c/T ) − 1

(7)

where a, b, and c are parameters to be fit. The
model considers a single mode of librations for the
paradichlorobenze molecule. Bayer’s theory had some
success but because it is a constant volume theory, it
failed to account for the variation of νq across larger temperature ranges in systems for which thermal expansion
significantly impacts the static lattice EFG.
Highly influential experimental and theoretical work
by Kushida, Benedeck, Bloombergen41 reported in 1956
presented the KBB model which extends the ideas of
Bayer to include arbitrary numbers of vibrational modes
and the effect of thermal expansion on the parameter
Cq 42 and the resulting NQR frequency. The study is
remarkable for having significantly advanaced the state
of understanding NQR’s dependence on theromodynamic
conditions at the time by extending Bayer’s work and
performing the rather cumbersome experimental work to
verify heir assertions.
The KBB paper reported very thorough measurements
of the pressure dependence of NQR frequencies in three
polymorphs of paradichlorobenzene at several temperatures. Their work elucidated the complexity of the gen-
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eral problem of modeling NQR’s isobaric T -dependence
by disentangling the various competing effects of each
T, V, P , as well as distinguishing ionic and molecular
crystals by including measurements P -dependence of the
NQR frequencies at constant T in potassium chlorate
(KClO3 ) and cuprous oxide (Cu2 O).
The KBB model proposes a functional form

(
νq (T ) = ν0

c′
1+bT +
T
′

)

c
= a + bT +
T

(8)

where ν0 = a refers to the NQR frequency computed by
equations (4) and (5) using the values of Cq and η at
T = 0. The effect on νq due to the V -dependence of the
amplitudes of lattice vibrations was carried out43 shortly
after giving rise to the Brown model in which a quadratic
term in T 2 is added to the KBB fitting function. The
seminal works of Bayer, KBB, and Brown have stood
the test of time as these early considerations underpin
many existing variants of their original functional forms
for νq (T ), which primarily offer corrections for additional
effects and special cases. A summary of just some of the
many available fitting functions is presented in one of the
early attempts to study NQR frequencies using DFT by
simulating the vibrational spectra of molecules in order
to directly calculate the fitting parameters for the Bayer,
KBB, and Brown models, as well some of their many
descendants.44

(
)
2
2
ϕX ′ X ′ = 1 − θY2 − θZ
ϕXX + θZ
ϕY Y + θY2 ϕZZ
(
)
2
2
2
ϕY ′ Y ′ = θ X
ϕXX + 1 − θY2 − θZ
ϕY Y + θ X
ϕZZ
(
)
2
2
2
2
ϕZ ′ Z ′ = θY ϕXX + θZ ϕY Y + 1 − θY − θZ ϕZZ (9)
ϕX ′ Y ′ = θZ ϕXX + (θX θY − θZ ) ϕY Y − θX θY ϕZZ
ϕY ′ Z ′ = −θY θZ ϕXX + θX ϕY Y + (θY θZ − θX ) ϕZZ
ϕZ ′ X ′ = −θY ϕXX − θX θZ ϕY Y + (θX θZ + θY ) ϕZZ
where θi are intrinsic rotations about the ith axis through
which the stationary equilibrium principle axes system
could be mapped to the moving axes. It is proposed that
the observed coupling constant for a system at non-zero
temperature will be given by an average of the ϕi′ j ′ in
equation (9) over the time-dependent angular displacements θX , θY and θZ 17 the system develops as a result
of its various modes internal motion. Presuming the motions are a superposition of simple oscillators, the average
angular displacements vanish,
⟨θi ⟩ = 0

(10)

averages of the squared angular displacements will survive in equation (9). Therefore the averaged tensor is
diagonal and it can be shown that the T -dependent coupling constant is given by the static lattice value of the
coupling constant Cq,0 and a dynamic normalization factor κT , that is depends on both V and T , which accounts
for the effect internal motions
Cq (T ) = κT Cq,0

(11)

where Cq,0 is the volume (V ) dependent static-lattice
value of the coupling constantCq and κT is given by45
D. The Dynamic Normalization Factor κT

Calculation of the isobaric T -dependence of NQR frequencies amounts to calculation of κT , Cq (V ), and η(V ).
In this work, the many effects considered separately by
the Bayer, KBB, Brown, and related models are captured at once by determination of a parameter κT which
accounts for internal motions, and by explicit calculation
the V -dependence of Cq and η.
It is worthwhile to review the original assumptions of
Bayer which underpin the theoretical basis of this work.
Clear descriptions of these essential considerations were
given by Hahn6 and Lucken shortly later17 . Consider
a nucleus that is displaced from its equilibrium position
in a system undergoing motion. The displaced nucleus
will experience at its new location an EFG tensor with
principle axes X, Y , and Z having orientations that are
rotated with respect to the directions of the equilibrium
principle axes X ′ , Y ′ , Z ′ .
The rotated tensor components can be expressed in the
space-fixed coordinate frame as617

(
) 1 ( 2
))
3( 2
κT = 1 −
⟨θX ⟩ + ⟨θY2 ⟩ − η ⟨θX
⟩ − ⟨θY2 ⟩
(12)
2
2
The NQR frequencies are always proportional to Cq and
therefore internal motions at a termperaure T augments
ν0 same factor κT ,
ν (T ) = κT ν0

(13)

where ν0 is the NQR frequency calculated using the static
lattice formulas (4) or (5) and Cq,0 .
⟨θi2)⟩ > 0, and κT is reduced by
(Because
3
2
2
2 ⟨θX ⟩ + ⟨θY ⟩ , which dominates the term in η and
2
⟨θX
⟩ − ⟨θY2 ⟩, κT decreases as the magnitude of angular displacements increases. Generally, higher temperatures result in more energetic motions with incresing
displacement amplitudes with larger values of ⟨θi2 ⟩, so κT
should decrease with increasing T . The observed NQR
frequency ν (T ) = κT ν0 will then also decrease with increasing T if ν0 does not increase with volume faster than
κT .
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Cq,0 and η will, of course, generally depend on volume
in a complex manner due to overall changes in the structure and orientation of the system and its constituent nuclei or molecules, was noted in section II B. The subtlety
of volume dependence and its net effect on NQR frequencies is the primary roadblock to developing a model for
isobaric T -dependence that applies to general materials
and temperature ranges. Equations (11) and (13) imply
that the isobaric T -dependent NQR frequencies can be
computed exactly if Cq,0 , η, and κT , and their dependence on T, V are known.
A net decrease in NQR frequency with increasing T
at atmospheric pressure is observed in most materials,
though counter-examples exist3 when either gradual or
abrupt structural changes increase ν0 so sharply that the
affect of κT is overcome. The volume variation of ν0 may
sometimes be ignored in calculations, supposing that ν0
is a constant. But since direct calculation of ν0 is a simple matter using DFT, whatever the dependence of ν0
on volume in a given material in fact is, ν0 (V ) will fall
right out of the propsed method, with no special considerations beypnd an accurate cyrtsla structure required:
simply prepare a set of crystal cells with lattice vectors
and atomic positions each commensurate with the desired
T, V , then, compute the static lattice NQR parameters
Cq,0 and η in each cell.

III.

METHODS

In this study, both the effects of volume and temperature change on NQR frequencies are accounted for at
once by straight-forward computation of the volume dependence of Cq,0 and η, and the dependence of κT on
both T and V . The NQR frequency at a given T, V is
completely determined by Cq,0 , η, and κT by equations
(4), (5), and (13). Accurate calculation of κT , Cq,0 , and
η by a sequence of individual DFT calculations is the
primary objective and result of this method.
In the computation of the volume dependence of Cq,0
and η, available experimental data for atomic positions
and lattice constants at various T, V are used to prepare
a set of ”frozen” crystal cells, each with lattice vectors
and equilibrium atomic positions intended to represent
the system over a range of temperatures, as shown in figure 1 . In each of the prepared cells, the atomic positions
are optimized and the EFG tensor components are computed using the GIPAW method in the optimized structure, yielding the full EFG tensor at each volume, the
principle axes of which comprise the ”space-fixed” coordinate system, against which the dynamical system’s
rotating EFG principle axes are compared in order to
ascertain κT as in equation (12).
Inclusion of the effect of lattice dynamics requires an
MD simulation in each of the prepared cells, from which
the evolution of the EFG axes in a system undergoing
internal motion is computed. The MD simulation generates a set of atomic configurations in each of the op-

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the α-pCl2 ϕ crystal cells
generated to represent the structure at various temperatures.
An MD simulation and the accompanying sequence of EFG
calculations for the time evolving system are carried out in
each unit box, from which Cq,0 and κT are extracted. Each of
the six crystal cell in the figure represents a single data point
in the computed NQR temperature curve shown in figure 7.
To wit: computation of a singular data point 7 requires an
MD simulation of N steps followed by N SCF and N EFG
calculations. In this case, N = 900.

timized structures, intended to represent the system at
the temperature which, according to experimental data,
corresponds to the cell’s volume at atmospheric pressure.
The EFG tensors and the principle axes are computed in
each of the perturbed structures generated by MD, and
the rotation angles θX , θY which map the directions of
the space-fixed axes to the updated axes are extracted.
Because intrinsic rotations do not commute we will,
without loss of generality, transform the axes in the order X ′ −Y −Z to compute θi . The average of the squares
of each θx and θy over the MD trajectory
the
( determine
)
3
2
2
dynamic
normalization
factor
κ
=
1−
⟨θ
⟩
+
⟨θ
⟩
−
T
X
Y
2
( 2
)
1
2
2 η ⟨θX ⟩ − ⟨θY ⟩ which corrects the space-fixed Cq,0 for
non-zero temperature. As long as the V, T pairs of the
previous step be chosen to correspond to the experimentally determined crystal cell and atomic positions one
would find in this temperature range at atmospheric pressure, the computed frequencies would represent the T dependent, laboratory-observed NQR frequencies.
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TABLE I. The experimental cell parameters of α-pCl2 ϕ4647
and β-HMX48 used in this study. The the variation of the
lattice constants can, in general materials, either increase
or decrease Cq,0 . In molecular crystals, increasing volume
typically increases Cq,0 , as intermolecular separation leads
to greater anisotropy of the nuclear electronic environment.
Our results in table II agree with this trend, making volume
and temperature have competing effects on the observed
NQR frequency, though the volume dependence of Cq,0 was
found to be nearly an order of magnitude stronger in α-pCl2 ϕ
than in β-HMX as shown in figure 5 .
FIG. 2. Illustration of the fixed and moving principal axes
of the EFG tensor at the position of chlorine in α-pCl2 ϕ.
As the EFG at the 35 Cl sites undergoes motions, the EFG
components in the rotated system can be related to those in
the fixed system through the angles θX , θY , θZ developed
by small intrinsic rotations about the X ′ , Y , and Z axes. It
is from the collection of these angles from an MD simulation
that κT , the temperature correction to νq is computed at each
volume. A T, V specific κT must be obtained for each singular
data point of calculated NQR frequencies shown in figures 7
and 6.

IV. CALCULATION DETAILS

All DFT calculations were carried out using the Quantum ESPRESSO software package with PBE psuedopotentials. The geometry optimizations and the NVE
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out
with a cutoff energy of 60 Ry, and the EFG calculations were found to require a higher cutoff energy of
100 Ry. For both the MD and EFG calculations, an
SCF-convergence threshold of 10−7 Ry was used. The
MD integration time-step was made as long as possible
in both systems by constraining some bond lengths and
bond angles in each system. In α-paradichlorobenzene
(α-pCl2 ϕ), 40 constraints were applied, leaving the chlorine’s degrees of freedom as well as the translational and
rotational degrees of freedom of the rigid benzene ring
structure unconstrained. In HMX 16 constraints were
applied, freezing only the H-C bond-lengths. The MD
time-step for α-pCl2 ϕ was 120 a.u. (5.8 fs) and for HMX
80 a.u. (3.9 fs). Because chlorine is heavier than nitrogen, a longer simulation time was needed for α-pCl2 ϕ
than for HMX. In both systems, the MD simulation was
run for a total of 900 time steps, yielding 900 configurations used for the averaging of the EFG tensor in all
cases. In both systems, a Monkhorst-Pack K-mesh was
used, 2x4x4 in the case of α-pCl2 ϕ, and 4x2x4 in the case
of β-HMX.

V. STRUCTURE SELECTION

The present method is tested for two monoclinic molecular crystals α-pCl2 ϕ and β-HMX. These systems were
chosen because of their relative structural simplicity as

T (K)
293
273
α-pCl2 ϕ 250
225
200
100
303
293
273
248
β-HMX 223
198
173
123

a (Å)
14.754
14.747
14.730
14.720
14.705
14.664
6.5255
6.5245
6.5289
6.5254
6.5334
6.5206
6.5273
6.533

b (Å)
5.840
5.830
5.812
5.801
5.787
5.740
11.0369
11.0240
10.9875
10.9702
10.9419
10.9123
10.8834
10.8400

c (Å)
4.025
4.014
3.997
3.982
3.967
3.925
7.3640
7.3619
7.3453
7.3503
7.3421
7.3395
7.3286
7.3207

3

β
Volume (Å )
112.52◦
320.3
112.33◦
319.2
112.24◦
316.7
112.17◦
314.8
112.00◦
311.4
111.77◦
306.8
102.670◦
517.45
102.642◦
516.68
102.616◦
514.29
102.582◦
513.53
102.491◦
512.45
102.467◦
509.93
102.366◦
508.54
102.271◦
505.97

well as the great body of existing research on these systems, systems, to which the calculations could be compared for the purpose of validating the methods. Each
system is relatively simple, having one or few inequivalent nuclear sites and only two molecules in the unit cell.
Both systems contain relatively few atomic species and a
small total number of atoms in the cell: There are only
24 atoms in the unit cell of α-pCl2 ϕ and the 56 atom
β-HMX structure was the most tractable of the popular
explosives (TNT, for example, contains 168 atoms in the
cell). Structural simplicity reduces computation time, a
convenience for convergence testing for the many DFT
calculations required by the current method. Performing
the study on two quadrupolar nuclei 35 Cl and 14 N was
also a motivation to choose one system containing each
specie 35 Cl and 14 N.
Both systems have a long and extensive history of experimental results to which these calculations can be
compared. α-pCl2 ϕ is the subject of some of the very
earliest NQR research in history49 including on the temperature dependence of NQR50 and was the subject of
the seminal Bayer paper40 . The volume and stress dependence of its NQR frequencies has been characterized4151 ,
and has persisted through time as a standard sample for
testing new NQR techniques52 . The system’s intermolecular interactions and dynamics, atomic positions in the
crystal and dependence of the lattice vectors on temperature have been well characterized.534647
NQR frequencies in and internal motions in β-HMX
have been studied extensively54144555 . As an explosive
material of great interest, there is also an abundance
of existing computational work associated with HMX
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including simulations of its internal motions5657 . and
recent DFT calculations of vibrational properties of βHMX which have characterized the efficacy of local density approximation (LDA) vs the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the system.58 The T -dependence
of the lattice vectors has been determined48 and atomic
positional data across a range of temperatures is available from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) in
CIF form.59

A. α-paradichlorobenzene
FIG. 4. Monoclinic structure of β-HMX at 293K48 .

FIG. 3.
Monoclinic crystal structure
paradichlorobenzene (α-pCl2 ϕ) at 293K47 .

of

α-

Paradichlorobenzene has three polymorphs at room
temperature. In this study, we examine the alpha phase.
The cell is monoclinic, and contains two crystallographically equivalent molecules. Each molecule contains two
equivalent 35 Cl sites, making only a single inequivalent
35
Cl nucleus in this structure. 35 Cl has spin 32 , for which
there is only one transition regardless of the magnitude
of η. As a result, only a single NQR line is expected
in this structure.60 Beginning with the structure determined by Estop et. al47 , which was specified at 293K,
crystal cells corresponding to the known cell parameters
at five lower temperatures were generated. To obtain the
atomic positions at other temperatures, the experimental
cell parameters46 were used to transform the atomic coordinates into the smaller cells at lower temperature. This
has the undesired effect of shrinking the bond lengths,
so a full geometry optimization was performed after each
incremental scaling.

B. β-HMX

β-HMX is a monoclinic polymorph of HMX that is
used as an explosives in military applications. HMX
has a a pseudo-octagonal ring structure with NO2 substituents. The structure has two crystallographically
equivalent molecules in the cell. Each molecule contains
eight nitrogen sites, four of which are inequivalent. The
four nitrogens in each molecule belonging to NO2 groups
have very low NQR frequencies54 . The amine nitrogens,

however have NQR frequencies above 5 MHz and are
therefore of greater practical interest. There are two
inequivalent amine nitrogens in each molecule, differing
most obviously by whether the NO2 substituent is axial
or equatorial, which are descriptors of the angle of inclination the N=N bond makes with the molecular pseudoplane. Because 14 N has spin 1, there are three NQR
frequencies at each site in the case of an axially asymmetric field gradients. The asymmetry parameters are
found to be substantial (around 0.5) for both the axial
and equatorial amine nitrogens.

VI. RESULTS

The constant volume KBB model suggests a fitting
function for T -dependence of the NQR frequencies of the
form
(
)
ν (T ) = ν0 1 + a′1 T + a′−1 /T
= a0 + a1 T + a−1 /T

(14)

where ν0 = a0 represents the static lattice NQR frequency and the other terms result from the internal motions which give rise to equation (9). However, because
this model is a constant volume theory, it has long been
understood45416 the model may not suffice to describe
the T -dependence of NQR frequencies outside of narrow
temperature ranges because the static lattice coupling
constant may vary significantly with cell volume. Furthermore, if the thermal expansion is anisotropic, as is
the case in both systems under study in this work, variation of the cell parameters over temperature can impact
η, resulting in a complicated implicit T-dependence of the
parameter ν0 = a mediated by the thermal expansion. In
the case of β-HMX, the static lattice coupling constant
was not found to depend strongly on the cell volume, and
consequently, the standard KBB fitting function above
was used for the fits in the case of HMX. However, calculations presented in figure 5 show a strong linear dependence of Cq,0 on V in α-pCl2 ϕ that is not present in
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125

ν+ (MHz)

100
∆Cq,0 (KHz)

5.5

fits
β -HMX (axial)
β -HMX (equatorial)
α -pCl2 -φ

75
50

fits

5.3

Axial Sites
experimental
calculated

5.2

Equatorial Sites
experimental
calculated

5.1

25

5.0

0
1.00

1.01

1.02
V /Vmin

1.03

1.04

100

100

200

300
T (K)

400

FIG. 6.
The temperature dependence of the highest 14 N
NQR frequencies in amine sites of β-HMX calculated in this
study (solid markers) compared with the experimental values
(hollow markers). The circles denote the axial sites and the
squares the equatorial sites. The error bars are derived from
the standard deviations of the sequences giving rise to ⟨Cq,0 ⟩
at each T, V . The calculations overestimate Cq,0 and the corresponding NQR frequency in both axial and equatorial sites,
with error percentages for a0 at 4%, and 2% for equatorial
and axial sites, respectively as shown in table III.

fits
β -HMX (axial)
β -HMX (equatorial)
α -pCl2 -φ

125
∆Cq,0 (KHz)

5.4

75
50
25
0
1.0

1.5

2.0
T /Tmin

2.5

3.0
A. β-HMX

FIG. 5. Cq,0 in α-pCl2 ϕ exhibits a strong linear trend with
increasing volume that is not seen in β-HMX. A strong intrinsic T -dependence (bottom figure) of Cq,0 on volume results
due to thermal expansion in α-pCl2 ϕ underpins the justification of use of a modified KBB fit in equation (15), which
includes a term in T 2 by supposing that Cq,0 goes like V ,
and V goes like T . The V -dependence of Cq,0 is far smaller
in β-HMX where effect can be ignored, and the use of the
standard KBB function in equation (14) is permitted.

β-HMX, whose thermal expansion is not as significant to
the local EFGs. Examination of table I shows V is linear
in T and calculations show that ν0 is linear in V ; therefore, the supposition that ν0 is linear in T is justified and
letting ν0 = a′′1 T implies the appearance of a quadratic
term a2 T 2 in equation (14)
(
)
ν (T ) = ν0 1 + a′1 T + a′−1 /T
(
)
= a′′1 T 1 + a′1 T + a′−1 /T
= a0 + a1 T + a2 T

(15)

2

Comparison of the absolute frequency predictions, as
well as the fitting parameters arising from the experimental data and the calculations may help evaluate the
success of this method in both of these structures.

The calculations systematically overestimate the NQR
frequency in both axial and equatorial sites, likely due to
error in the determination of Cq,0 since the magnitude of
ϕZZ , defined as the largest eigenvalue of the EFG tensor, is highly sensitive to the DFT simulation parameters
chosen. In particular, the suitability and quality of the
pseudopotentials utilized to compute the charge densities
were found to significantly impact the computed EFG
tensors, even when the cutoff energies and other simulation parameters are converged independently. The
degree of absolute error is reflected directly by the fitting term a0 . shown in table III. In a static lattice, small
changes in the atomic positions can also affect Cq,0 significantly; however, in this case, error introduced by atomic
positional discrepancy is reduced by averaging Cq,0 over
the MD trajectory. In principle one could obtain Cq,0 by
performing a very well converged geometry optimization
and computing the EFGs in the output. The equatorial
calculations overestimate the NQR frequencies by twice
as much as the axial calculations, yielding error percentages in the constant fitting parameter a0 at 4%, and 2%
for equatorial and axial sites, respectively. Consequently,
the calculations underestimate the absolute difference between the axial and equatorial NQR frequencies by about
a factor of 12 . The electronic environments of the two
sites types differ primarily due to the orientation of the
substituent NO2 molecule with respect to the molecular
pseudo-plane, to which the DFT is sensitive. Using the
fitting function ν (T ) = a0 + a1 T + a−1 /T the experimental data from54 for showed the axial amines to have
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ν (MHz)

35.0

fit
experimental
calculated

while the amount by which the measured NQR frequency
drifts over this temperature range is similarly about 450
KHz.

34.5
0.53
0.52

34.0

η

0.51

100

150

200
250
T (K)

300

350

0.50
0.49
0.48

FIG. 7. The temperature dependence of the NQR frequency
in α-pCl2 ϕ calculated in this study (solid circles) compared
with the experimental values (hollow circles). The fit was
found to require a quadratic term as in equation (15) due to
the influence of thermal expansion on the static lattice EFGs
presented in figure 5. The constant and quadratic fitting parameters of the calculated frequencies are within 1.6% and
12% of the experimental fit, respectively. The error bars show
are derived from the standard deviations of the sequences of
values of Cq,0 computed over the molecular dynamics simulation outputs, being the primary averaged quantity associated
with each NQR frequency.

generally NQR frequencies about 200kHz higher than the
equatorial sites, and a slightly sharper fall-off with temperature. No additional quadratic term was used to fit
either experimental or calculated frequencies because the
computed static lattice values of Cq,0 did not strictly increase with increasing volume, as shown in figure 5.

100

200

300
T (K)

400

500

FIG. 8. Comparison of experimental and calculated asymmetry parameters for the amine nitrogen sites in β-HMX. The
calculated η shown are averaged over the equivalent sites and
the MD simulation steps. Unlike the Cq,0 whose volume dependence is reliably positive for molecular crystals, the asymmetry parameter can, in general materials, display any trend
with increasing volume. Despite this, the calculations captured the trend reasonably well, though underestimating the
magnitude of the slope in the equatorial case. The calculations overestimate the axial η and underestimate the equatorial η; notably, the ratio of the associated absolute errors
is roughly the same for the NQR frequencies displayed in 6,
being nearly equal to 12 and independent of T, V .

VII.

DISCUSSION

B. α-paradichlorobenzene

A. Advantages and Disadvantages

In this structure, the calculations systematically underestimate the NQR frequency by about 500KHz, as
shown in figure 7. The cause of the underestimation
is again likely error in the estimation of Cq,0 which
has a large impact on the absolute errors in the calculation. The T-dependence of NQR frequencies αparadichlorobenzene was fit using a modified KBB fitting
function given by equation (15), ν (T ) = a0 +a1 T +a2 T 2 .
The experimental NQR data resulting in fitting parameters a0 = 34.8437 MHz, a1 = −5.2424 × 10−4 MHz · T −1 ,
and a2 = −4.6970 × 10−6 MHz · T −2 . The corresponding fitting parameters ai from the fits of the calculated
NQR frequencies are a0 = 34.2932 MHz, a1 = −5.5559 ×
10−4 MHz · T −1 , and a2 = −4.2894 × 10−6 MHz · T −2 .
The fitting parameters are summarized in table III.
The constant terms agree to within 1.6% and the dominant quadratic terms agree within 12%, while the linear
terms differ by 26%. The absolute error of the NQR
frequency prediction across the 100K-293K temperature
range was at most 580 KHz and at its lowest 450KHz,

The method proposed has the advantage that it can
be applied in a straightforward fashion to any system in
which data for atomic positions and the thermal expansion of the lattice vectors are available, without the need
for additional postulates or supporting experimental data
such as IR or Raman studies. A disadvantage of the current application of the method is that the computational
cost can be high; in the present study, an MD simulation
of 900 steps followed by 900 SCF/EFG calculations were
used to generate a single data point on the plots in figures 6 and 7. Six and sixteen data points were computed
in α-pCl2 ϕ and β-HMX, respectively.
B.

Considerations for Proper Implementation

The technique presented here is structure agnostic because the heavy-lifting is done by the DFT calculations.
In principle, the results will be accurate in other systems provided the MD simulations faithfully represent
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TABLE II. Comparison of the computed T-dependent NQR parameters from this work with experimental values in α-pCl2 ϕ61
i
and β-HMX.54 The parameter Cq,0 is derived as an average of the Cq,0
computed with the ith output of the molecular
dynamics simulation. κT is given by equation (12). Note that mean values of Cq,0 = 6.11 MHz have been imputed
for HMX’s equatorial sites at 273K and 293K because the computed averages showed signs of systematic error. The absolute error column contains the absolute value of the difference between the calculated and experimental NQR frequency ν(T ).
computed NQR parameters
experimental
error
T (K) Cq,0 (MHz)
η0
ν0 (MHz)
κT
ν (T ) (MHz) ν (T ) (MHz) ∆ν (MHz)
293
69.3100
0.09749 34.7099 0.9729
33.7696
34.2869
0.5486
273
69.3241
0.09714 34.7165 0.9728
33.7725
34.3505
0.5424
α-pCl2 ϕ
250
69.2976
0.09687 34.7029 0.9788
33.9679
34.4190
0.5771
225
69.2819
0.09650 34.6947 0.9774
33.9109
34.4880
0.4511
200
69.2680
0.09635 34.6875 0.9804
34.0088
34.5511
0.5780
100
69.2026
0.09566 34.6540 0.9868
34.1966
34.7452
0.5173
303
6.2343
0.5312
5.5036
0.9852
5.4219
5.3008
0.1109
293
6.2147
0.5284
5.4821
0.9891
5.4226
5.3026
0.1105
273
6.2070
0.5295
5.4769
0.9900
5.4219
5.3061
0.1221
β-HMX
248
6.2117
0.5312
5.4837
0.9895
5.4262
5.3105
0.1195
(axial sites)
223
6.2168
0.5313
5.4884
0.9902
5.4344
5.3149
0.1156
198
6.2133
0.5302
5.4835
0.9923
5.4413
5.3191
0.1157
173
6.2077
0.5318
5.4811
0.9914
5.4337
5.3233
0.1200
303
6.1314
0.4850
5.3420
0.9847
5.2601
5.0643
0.1984
293
6.1100
0.4833
5.2642
0.9871
5.2521
5.0657
0.1964
273
6.1100
0.4833
5.2593
0.9883
5.2587
5.0685
0.1945
β-HMX
248
6.1152
0.4813
5.3222
0.9901
5.2693
5.0718
0.2026
(equatorial sites) 223
6.1225
0.4832
5.3314
0.9899
5.2779
5.0751
0.1974
198
6.1052
0.4830
5.3160
0.9919
5.2729
5.0784
0.1903
173
6.1096
0.4838
5.3211
0.9919
5.2778
5.0815
0.1864
123
6.1002
0.4838
5.3130
0.9948
5.2854
5.0869
0.1957
structure

TABLE III. Fitting parameters of calculated and experimental NQR frequencies for functional form ν (T )
a0 + a1 T + a2 T 2 + a−1 /T .
structure

dataset
a0 (MHz) a1

experimental
calculated
error (no units)
experimental
β-HMX (axial)
calculated
error (no units)
experimental
β-HMX (equatorial)
calculated
error (no units)
α-pCl2 -ϕ

34.8437
34.2932
1.56%
5.3761
5.4885
2.09%
5.1372
5.3426
4.00%

the structure’s dynamics at the desired temperatures,
and the subsequent sets of EFG calculations are carried
out with sufficient simulation parameters for accuracy,
requiring some care in the application of the simulations.
Attention to detail regarding both the underlying physics
and best practices in computing is essential for a successful implementation, especially for the management of the
output data, having both considerable size and complexity.
For the EFG calculations, careful choice of pseudopotentials and the simulation parameters of the DFT calculations, such as cutoff energies and SCF convergence
thresholds is needed in order to ensure convergence of the
EFGs. It is also worth considering the precision of the
known quadrupole moments in the nuclei under study,

(

=

fitting
) parameters
)
(
−2
a2 MHz·K
a−1 (MHz · K)
10−6

MHz·K−1
10−4

-5.2424
-5.5595
25.8%
-2.2642
-1.9402
14.3%
-2.0976
-2.5139
19.84%

-4.6970
-4.2895
12.9%
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
-2.3392
-2.8598
22.3%
-3.3160
-3.3235
0.226%

and recognition that the values of Q used in the EFG
calculations are constant here, though deformation of the
nucleus by the surroundings can occur and effectively
change the instantaneous value of Q for the nucleus.62
Finally, One must perform the summary operation of
averaging the EFG tensors in the correct manner to compute the correction to the NQR frequency computed in
the static lattice.
The data generated may have considerable size on
disk making computation of the ⟨θi ⟩ cumbersome without some consideration taken in the efficient storage and
processing of the default simulation outputs. On occasion, the convention |ϕZZ | ≥ |ϕY Y | ≥ |ϕXX | will cause
a sudden swap in the names EFG’s eigenvectors if the
magnitude of ϕXX momentarily overtakes ϕY Y , leading
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to a discontinuity in the time series of the θi . This can
be remedied by checking that the moving principal axes
coordinate system remains right handed.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

The calculations underestimate the NQR frequencies
in α-pCl2 ϕ and overestimate them in β-HMX. The overestimation is about twice are large in the equatorial sites
than for the axial ones. The calculated and experimental
fits agreed reasonably well when the experimental data
was restricted to the same temperature range covered by
the calculations. In α-pCl2 ϕ the fitting of the calculated
NQR frequencies match the experimental fits to 1.56%,
and 12.9% for the constant a0 and quadratic a2 terms
respectively, but the linear term a1 displayed error in
excess of 25%.
In β-HMX the experimental and calculated constants
a0 agreed to 2.09% and 4.00% for axial and equatorial
sites, respectively. The errors in the linear terms were
higher at 14.3% and 19.9%. The 1/T fitting terms a−1
agreed to less than 0.5% in the equatorial case but the
error was 22.3% in the axial case. The a−1 term likely
requires data at lower temperatures to be fit reliably, as
the lowest temperature calculated in β-HMX was 123K.
The method presented may be applied to arbitrary
solids but more work is needed to extend the method
to larger systems in a scalable manner. Repeated ap-
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